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Abbreviations 
National political parties represented in the 
European Parliament and political groups of the 
European Parliament 
1. National political parties 
Austria 
FPÖ Freedom Party 
GRÜNE Greens 
LIF Liberal Forum 
ÖVP Austrian People's Party 
SPÖ Social Democratic Party 
Belgium 
Agalev Alternative living 
CSP-EVP (German-speaking) Christian Social Party: European People's Party 
CVP (Flemish) Christian People's Party 
ECOLO Ecological Party 
FN National Front 
PRL (French-speaking) Liberal Reform Party 
PRL/FDF Liberal Reform Party/French-speaking Democratic Front 
PS (French-speaking) Socialist Party 
PSC (French-speaking) Christian Social Party 
SP (Flemish) Socialist Party 
VI. Blok Flemish Bloc 
VLD Flemish Liberal and Democratic Party 
VU (Flemish) People's Union 
Denmark 
A Social Democratic Party 
B Radical Liberal Party 
C Conservative People's Party 
J June Movement 
N People's Movement against the EU 
V Liberal Party 
Finland 
KESK Centre Party 
KOK National Coalition Party 
SDP Social Democratic Party 
SFP Swedish People's Party 
VAS Union of the Left 
VIHR Greens 
France 
CNI National Centre for the Self-Employed and Small Farmers 
DL Liberal Democracy 
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Radical Energy 
FN National Front 
L'autre Europe . . . Majority for the Other Europe 
MPF Movement for France 
MRG Radical Left Movement 
PCF French Communist Party 
PRS Radical Socialist Party 
PS Socialist Party 
Rad Radical Party 
RPR Rally for the Republic 
UDF-AD Union for French Democracy - Direct Members 
UDF-DL Union for French Democracy - Liberal Democracy 
UDF-FD Union for French Democracy - Democratic Force 
UDF-PPDF Union for French Democracy - People's Party for French Democracy 
UDF-Rad Union for French Democracy - Radical Party 
Germany 
CDU Christian Democratic Union 
CSU Christian Social Union 
GRÜNE Alliance 90/Greens 
SPD Social Democratic Party 
Greece 
KKE Communist Party of Greece 
N.D New Democracy 
PASOK Panhellenic Socialist Movement 
POL.AN Political Spring 
SYN Coalition of the Left and Progressive Forces 
Ireland 
FF Fianna Fail Party 
FG Fine Gael Party 
GP Green Party 
Lab Labour Party 
Non Party 
Italy 
AN National Alliance 
CCD Christian Democratic Centre Party 
CDU United Christian Democrats 
CU Unified Communists 
Fed. Verdi Green Federation 
Forza Italia 
Ind. Sin Independent Left 
LN Northern League 
MSI Italian Social Movement 
Pannella Reform Group 
Segni Pact 
PDS Democratic Left Party 
PPI Italian People's Party 
PRI Italian Republican Party 
PSI Italian Socialist Party 
RC Communist Refoundation Party 
RETE Network Democratic Movement 
SVP South Tyrol People's Party 
Luxembourg 
DP Democratic Party 
GLEI/GAP Greens 
PCS Christian Social Party 
POSL Luxembourg Socialist Workers' Party 
Netherlands 
CDA Christian Democratic Alliance 
D 66 Democrats 66 
Green Left 
PvdA Labour Party 
SGP/GPV/RPF . . . Political Reformed Party-Reformed Political Association-Reformational 
Political Federation 
W D People's Party for Freedom and Democracy 
Portugal 
CDS-PP Democratic and Social Centre Party - People's Party 
PCP Portuguese Communist Party 
PS Socialist Party 
PSD Social Democratic Party 
Spain 
CDC Catalan Democratic Convergence 
CN Nationalist Coalition 
IU United Left 
IU-IPC United Left - Initiative for Catalonia 
PNV Basque Nationalist Party 
PP People's Party 
PSC Socialist Party of Catalonia 
PSOE Spanish Socialist Workers' Party 
UDC Democratic Union of Catalonia 
Sweden 
C Centre Party 
FP Liberal Party 
M Moderate Party 
MP Green Party 
SAP Social Democratic Labour Party 
V Left Party 
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United Kingdom 
Cons Conservative and Unionist Party 
DUP Democratic Unionist Party (Northern Ireland) 
Lab Labour Party 
LD Liberal Democrats 
SDLP Social Democratic and Labour Party (Northern Ireland) 
SNP Scottish National Party 
UUP Ulster Unionist Party 
2. Political Groups 
PSE Group of the Party of European Socialists 
PPE Group of the European People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group) 
ELDR Group of the European Liberal, Democrat and Reform Party 
UPE Union for Europe Group 
GUE/NGL Confederal Group of the European United Left/Nordic Green Left 
V The Green Group in the European Parliament 
ARE Group of the European Radical Alliance 














Administrative notaries' examination (1967). Secretary and stock-keeper (1969-1972); financial 
manager (1972-1973); office secretary (1973-1974); assistant financial manager (1974-1982). 
Member or Parliamentary Consumer Council (1979-1990). Member of Consultative Committee on 
Consumer Affairs (since 1990). Member of supervisory board of Neste Oy (since 1993). 0 
Member of Forssa town council (since 1977); vice-chairwoman (1991-1992). Member of Forssa 
municipal administration (1977-1979, 1982-1983 and 1988-1990). 0 Member of Parliament (1983-
1996). Vice-chairwoman of Suomen Keskusta and chairwoman of the party's women's section 
(since 1994). Chairwoman of the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry (1991-1995). First 
deputy speaker of Parliament (from 1995). 0 Member of the Council of Europe's Committee on 
Agriculture (1989-1996); chairwoman of a subcommittee of the Committee on Agriculture (1994-
1996). Member of Finland's delegation to the Council of Europe (1995-1996); vice-chairwoman 







Doctor of law (University of Innsbruck, 1979). University assistant (1979-1984). Lawyer in the 
Federal Ministry of Science and Research (1984-1987). Head of the European Affairs 
Department of the Federal Chancellor's Office (1988-1992). Vice-President of the University of 
Krems (1995-1996). 0 Federal Chairwoman of the Young Generation in the SPO (1984-1987). 0 









Master's degree in law. Higher degree (DESS) In European Community law. 0 Employers' union 
delegate, lle-de-France region. 0 Chairman of the MPF's Yvelines federation. Member of the 
national executive committee. 0 Deputy mayor of Versailles. Former member of Louviers 
Municipal Council. 0 Knight of the Order of Agricultural Merit. 
Replaced Mr Jimmy GOLDSMITH, who died on 19 July 1997. 







Law graduate. MA in law and political science. 0 Member of the CDS-PP national executive. 
Member of the CDS-PP national political committee. 0 Author of various publications in the field 
of tax and administrative law. 









Higher degree (DESS) in law. Higher degree (DESS) In human resources management. 0 
Member ofthe Socialist Party National Council. 
Replaced Mrs Frédérique BREDIN, who resigned. 







BA (Trinity College, Oxford); doctorate (University of Hull). OTraineeships with the Socialist Group 
in the EuropeanParliament and in Commission DG XVI (1976-1977). Worked for the UK Labour 
Delegation, European Parliament (1977). Secretary-General, European Coordination Bureau of 
International Youth Organizations (1977-1981). Administrator, European Parliament (1981-1989). 
Policy adviser, Socialist Group, European Parliament (1989-1994). Deputy Secretary-General, 
Socialist Group, European Parliament (1994-1996). 0 Former Branch President and Branch 
Secretary of the GMB. 0 Author of 'A Socialist Policy for Europe' (1985) and 'The Treaty of 
Maastricht: from conception to ratification' (1992); co-author of 'The European Parliament' (1995). 
Numerous articles (academic publications and socialist press). 
Replaced Mr Kenneth STEWART, who died on 2 September 1996. 
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Former President of the Court of Arras Labour Court (Pas-de-Calais). 0 National Secretary of the 
Socialist Party. 0 Mayor of Baurains. Member of the Pas-de-Calais Departmental Council. 
Replaced one of four Members of the European Parliament who were appointed members of 
the French Government Elisabeth GUIGOU, Bernard KOUCHNER, Pierre MOSCOVICI and 
Catherine TRAUTMANN). 
van DAM, Rijk 
08.08.1952 





Master's degree in fiscal law. Policy adviser to the RPF group in the Second Chamber. 0 Chairman 
of local party branch. Member of the national party executive. 0 Member of Barneveld Municipal 
Council (until 1998). Member of the Gelderland Provincial States (until 1997). 
Replaced Mr Leen van der WAAL, who resigned. 
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Degree in physics (Brussels). Higher certificate in electronics (Paris). Doctorate - particle accel­
erators (Paris). Lecturer at the Free University of Brussels. 0 Chairman of the Socialist Federation 
of French-speaking Brabant. 0 Member of Rixensart Municipal Council. 0 Chairman of the edu­
cation, training and employment committee of French-speaking Brabant. 0 Numerous scientific 
publications in the field of medical tracer methodology. 0 Commander of the Order of Leopold II. 
Replaced Mrs Raymonde DURY, who was appointed Governor of the Brussels Capital Region. 
DENYS, Marie-José 
15.03.1950 






Degree in modern languages. Former attaché In the French local government civil service. 0 
Member of the French Socialist Party national council since 1981. Federal secretary with respon­
sibility for coordination. 
Replaced Mrs Nicole PERY, who resigned. 
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BA in political science and literature (Helsinki, 1958). 0 Director of Jörn Donner Productions (since 
1966). President of the Swedish Film Institute (1978-1988). Consul-General of Finland (Los 
Angeles 1995-1996). 0 Member of the Finnish Parliament (1987-1995). Vice-chairman of 
Parliament's Foreign Affairs Committee (1991-1995). 0 Has published approximately 40 books 








Graduate teaching qualification in public law. 0 University lecturer. Editor of the magazine 
'Pouvoirs'. Author. 
Replaced one of four Members of the European Parliament who were appointed members of 







Pannella Reform Group 
MEP: 30.03.1996 
ARE 
Degree in political and social sciences. 0 Secretary of the Radical Party - Transnational and 
Transdivisional. 








Higher Federal Teaching and Research Establishment for the Textile Industry; industrial engineer. 
0 Chairman of the Union of Textile, Clothing and Leather Workers; former General Secretary of 
the Union of Textile, Clothing and Leather Workers; Chairman of the EU Committee in the Austrian 
Federation of Trade Unions; former Chairman of the Working Party on Integration Questions in 
the Austrian Federation of Trade Unions. 0 Former Federal Minister for Health Sport and 
Consumer Protection; former Federal Minister for Health and the Public Service. 0 Former vice-
chairman of the General Accident Insurance Agency. Chairman of the Association for Consumer 
Information. Member of the Board of Trustees of Austrian Radio; member of the Board of 









Doctor of Law. 0 Former Member of the Land Assembly and municipal councillor of the City of 
Vienna. Former Federal Minister for the Environment, Youth and Family Affairs. 0 General 
Secretary of the Austrian Women's Movement; Federal President of the Austrian Women's 
Movement. President of the European Union of Women. Vice-chairwoman of the Austrian 
Federation of Senior Citizens. 0 President of the Austrian Welfare Agency. Gold Decoration for 












Engineer (Paris). MBA (University of Illinois). DBA (University of Indiana). Highest doctoral degree 
In economics (Paris). Lecturer in economics at ESSEC (Higher School of Economics and 
Commerce). Member of the Economic and Social Council. 0 Author of ten books and numerous 
articles published in French and foreign magazines and In major national and international news­
papers. 









Doctor of law (University of Vienna, 1969). 0 Senior posts in the FPO (1977-1990). Deputy Federal 
Spokesman of the Liberal Forum. 0 Municipal councillor of the City of Salzburg (1972-1977). 
Member of Parliament (1977-1983 and 1986-1996). Federal Minister for Defence (1983-1986). 0 
Academic publications on liberalism, constitutional policy, fundamental rights and security policy. 
Member of the Board of Trustees of Austrian Radio. Grand Gold Decoration with Ribbon for 








National secretary of the Socialist Party with responsibility for agriculture. 
Replaced one of four Members of the European Parliament who were appointed members of 










Captain. 0 Chairman of the Pan-European Movement in Austria. 
HAGER, Gerhard 
26.09.1942 














Doctor of Political Science. Mayor of Helsinki (1979-1991). Director of the Finnish Bankers' 
Association, the Finnish Industrial Bank and Helsinki stock exchange. 0 Presidential candidate on 
behalf of Kansallinen Kokoomus (National Coalition Party) in 1994. 0 Member of Parliament 
(1962-1975). Chairman of parliamentary party (1970-1975). 0 Has published seven books on poli­
tics and economics. Various decorations awarded at home and abroad. 
KARAMANOU, Anna 
03.05.1947 





Degree in literature, University of Athens; postgraduate studies in the United States. 0 Member of 
the PASOK Central Committee; secretary of the women's section; vice-president of Socialist 
International Women (SIW). 0 Former Secretary-General of the OTE workers' federation (Greek 
Telecommunications Organization); member of the women's secretariat of the GSËE (General 
Confederation of Greek Workers) and ETUC; member of the Greek delegation to the European 
Women's Lobby (1990-1994); member of the secretariat of the Anti-Nationalist Front; founding 
member and vice-president of the Women's Political Association. 0 Author of a book on Greek 
women in education and at work (1984); national expert and member of the editorial teams of the 
European network publications 'Diversification of professional choices for women' and 'Women at 
decision-making centres'; author of numerous conference papers and press and magazine artic­
les. 









Degree and graduate teaching qualification in history. Paris Institute of Political Studies. Master's 
degree in public law. 0 Director of the office of the President of the RPR. 0 Member of Boulogne-
Billancoun Municipal Council. Vice-Chairman of the lle-de-France Regional Council. Former head 
of the office of the President of the National Assembly (1993-1997). 








PhD (journalism). Lecturer at the University of Salzburg. 0 Author of the following books: 'Der 
sanfte Weg' and 'Auf der Spur des Wasserrátsels'. European Solar Prize. 
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Central School for Arts and Manufacturing Industries (Paris). MS, School of Management, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Director of Tourisme-France (1984-1986). Administrator in 
Air France (1985-1986). 0 Lieutenant in the French Army. 0 Vice-President of the Radical Socialist 
Party. 0 Member of Toulouse Municipal Council (1977-1989). Member of the Midi-Pyrénées 
Regional Council. Õ Director of the office of the Minister of Tourism (1991-1992). 0 Knight of the 
Order of Merit. 









degree. CAPES qualification (secondary teacher's qualifying certificate). Graduate of the 
leaux Institute of Political Studies. 0 Language teacher. Cnairn 
Arts 
Bord h man of the' France-Congress 
Association. Secretary-General of the Association of Graded Resorts and Tourist Communities. 
Member of the National Tourist Council. Reserve officer. 0 Member of the RPR national council. 
0 Mayor of Arcachon. Vice-chairman of Arcachon District Council. Vice-chairman of the Arcachon 
Basin intercommunal services. President of the Arcachon tourist office. Member of the Gironde 
Departmental Council (1979-1985). Member of the Aquitaine Regional Council (1978-1981). 
Member of the National Assembly (1978-1981). 0 Knight of the National Order of Merit. Officer of 
the Italian Republic. Youth and sports gold medal. 









Head of the office of the secretary-general of the Independent Republicans (1969); special advis­
er to the secretary-general of the Independent Republicans (1973); national secretary of the 
Independent Republicans, then of the Republican Party, with responsibility for relations with the 
press and internal information (1976); UDF national delegate, with responsibility for electoral mat­
ters (1978-1981); member of the Republican Party executive committee, national delegate with 
responsibility for elections (1982-1987); secretary-general of the 'Perspectives et Réalités' clubs 
(1990-1993); deputy secretary-general of the UDF with responsibility for elections and federations 
(1993-1994); member of the onice of the chairman of the UDF, with responsibility for electoral 
matters (1995). 0 Member of the Pahs Council (1983-1995). 0 Chairman of the UDFGroup on the 
lle-de-France Regional Council (1992-1995); first vice-chairman of the lle-de-France Regional 
Council, with responsibility for finance and planning (1995-1998); chairman of the UDF Group on 
the lle-de-France Regional Council (since 1998). 0 Member of the finance section of the 
Economic and Social Council (1978-1979); economic and social adviser (1979-1984). President 
of the National Energy Fund (1987-1989). 









École normale supérieure for technical education. Higher degree (DEA) in chemistry and physics. 
0 Member of the Socialist Party national bureau and national council. 0 Mayor of Athis-Mons 
(Essonne). Member of the National Assembly (1988-1992). Minister for housing and special 
amenities (1992-1993). 
Replaced one of four Members of the European Parliament who were appointed members of 










MA and PhD. 
Replaced Mr Karl SCHWEITZER, who resigned. 
McAVAN, Linda 
02.12.1962 





BA (Hons.) in interpreting and translating (Heriot-Watt University): master's degree in interna­
tional relations (Free University of Brussels). 0 Vice-chair, Sheffield District Labour Party (1993-
1998). Member of the National Policy Forum. 
Replaced Mr Norman WEST, who resigned. 
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MSc(Eng). Research coordinator. 
MENDES BOTA, José 
04.08.1955 






Graduate in economics. 0 Chairman of the PSD in the Algarve (1985-1990 and since 1996); 
Member of the PSD national executive (1985-1988 and since 1996). 0 Mayor of Loulé (1982-
1985); Chairman of Loulé Municipal Assembly (1985-1989 and 1994-1998): Deputy in the 
Assembly of the Republic (since 1983). 0 Member of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council 
of Europe (1987-1989). 0 Has published political works and poetry. Has performed and recorded 
his own compositions. 
Replaced Mr Francisco António LUCAS PIRES, who died on 22 May 1998. 
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Studied law. Small businessman. 0 IU Coordinator-General for Melilla. Member of the IU Federal 
Bureau. Member of the Federal Political Committee of Izquierda Unida. Member of the Federal 
Executive of Izquierda Republicana. Former Secretary-General of the trade branch of the UGT 
Former secretary of Trade Union Action, Comisiones Obreras. 0 Vice-chairman of Terra Omnium 
(a social and cultural association in Melilla for the civil rights of the Muslim community). 
Contributor to the 'Melilla Hoy' newspaper. 








Teacher training. 0 First woman to be appointed first federal secretary of the Socialist Party (1977-
1990). Member of the Socialist Party executive committee and subsequently member of the 
national council (since 1979). Member of the national bureau. 0 Mayor of Cessey-sur-Tille (1974-
1995). Member of the Regional Council of Burgundy (1986-1992). 0 Chairwoman of the Mutine 
publishing house. 0 Publications: 'Catherine de Chateauneuf' (1985); 'Vive la politique' (1989); 
Quelques vies pour tester nos morts' (1995); 'Le crépuscule des gagne-petit' (1996). 










Qualified teacher. Speech therapist. 0 Member of the central committee of the Democratic Left 
Party since 1986. 0 Former regional councillor of Lazio. 
► Replaced Mr Enrico MONTESANO, who resigned. 







Graduate in law (University of Valencia); Master's degree in tax consultancy; diplomas in 
Community law. 0 Member of the UV National Council. Former UV Secretary-General responsi­
ble for technical and Institutional policy matters. 0 Deputy mayor of Valencia. 0 Vice-chairman of 
the Conseil Valencia del Moviment Europeu. Full member/researcher of the Academy of 
Technological Sciences and Professional Training. 











Nurses' examination (1968); specialized nurses' examination (1971). Specialized nurse (1971-
1975). Ward sister (since 1975). Acting matron (1981-1985). EDP coordinator (1990-1991). 0 
Member of the party executive or the Left Alliance. Chairwoman of the women's section of the Left 
Alliance. Chairwoman of the European section. 0 Member of Parliament (since 1991). First vice-
chairwoman of the parliamentary party. Member of the Committee on Foreign Affairs and the 








Degree in economics (Helsinki School of Economics, 1964). Head of marketing (Orion). 
Development cooperation expert (Foreign Ministry). Assistant official (UNDP secretariat, Dar-es-
Salaam, 1970-1973). Assistant office manager (Yleisradio). Managing director. 0 Gold award of 
the Finnish Ice Hockey League. 
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PAASILINNA, Reino Kalervo 
05.12.1939 





Ph.D (social sciences). Journalist (1961-1974). Diplomat in Moscow and Washington (1974-
1982). Director of Yleisradio (1990-1994). 0 Member of Parliament (1983-1989 and 1995-1996). 
Vice-chairman, Committee on the Future; member of the Transport Committee, Legal Affairs 
Committee, Foreign Affairs Committee and Grand Committee. 0 Has published works on com­
munications, modern technology and politics. 
PAASIO, Pertti 
02.04.1939 





Master's degree in political science. 0 Chairman of the SDP (1987-1991 ). Chairman of the SDP's 
party council (1993-1996). 0 Member of Parliament (1975-1979 and 1982-1996). Chairman 
Committee on Social Affairs (1982-1984). Chairman of SDP parliamentary party (1984-1987 and 
1996). Chairman, Committee on Foreign Affairs (1991-1996). Foreign Minister (1989-1991). 0 
Commander 1st class in Finland's Order of the White Rose. 
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PIHA, Kirsi Katariina 
14.10.1967 





Master's degree in business Studies. 0 Vice-chairwoman of Kansallinen Kokoomus (National 








Degree in information technology (1982). Admitted to the Ecole Normale Supérieure entrance 
examination (1985). 0 Chairman of the Movement for France, department of the Eure. Regional 
coordinator for Normandy. 0 Member of Haute-Normandie Regional Council. 









Studied the theory of education; MA; PhD; professor of education and teaching at the Carinthian 
Academy of Education. Manager of research projects at the University of Klagenfurt and for the 
Science Ministry in the media and communication sphere. Spokesman on European affairs on the 
Carinthian School Board. 0 Land .chairman of the Carinthian section of the Austrian Employees' 
Federation OAAB (since 1989). OVP spokesman on EU security (since 1995). Member of.the 
OVP European Affairs Committee (since 1995). 0 Member of Parliament (1990-1994). OVP 
spokesman on security (1990-1994). 0 Communication and management consultant. Publications 











Graduate in law (University of Navarre); Master's degree in economics and business administra­
tion (IÉSE, Barcelona). Professor of financial and tax law at the University of Navarre. 0 Former 
Secretary-General of UPN; Member of the Regional Council. 0 Former Minister of economic 
affairs and finance in the regional government of Navarre. 0 Member of the Autonomous 
Parliament of Navarre. 











Graduate in agricultural sciences. Doctorate in geography. 0 Member of Tonneins Municipal 
Council. Member of the Aquitaine Regional Council. 








Trained as a primary and vocational school teacher at the Academy of Education. 0 Member of 
the Land Assembly. 
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Studied at the Paris Institute of Political Studies (international relations). Non-commissioned offi­
cer (1st Bayonne Marine Paratroop Regiment - RPIMa). 0 Deputy Chairman of the PRS. 
Chairman of the Yvelines federation. 0 Member of the Montesson Municipal Council (Yvelines). 
Replaced Mr Bernard R. TAPIE, who resigned. 
SCHIFONE, Luciano 
09.08.1949 





Graduate in law. Lawyer. 0 Member of Campania Regional Council. Former member of Naples 
City Council. Former regional councillor with responsibility for tourism. 0 Member of the AN natio­
nal leadership. 0 Special commissioner within Naples City Council. 
Replaced Mr Spalato BELLERE, who died on 21 April 1998. 
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SEPPANEN, Esko Olavi 
15.02.1946 





Bachelor's degree in business studies (Helsinki School of Economics). Economic affairs corre­
spondent (Yleisradio). 0 Vice-President of the Left Alliance. 0 Member of Parliament (1987-1996). 
Chairman, Environmental Committee. Member of the board of the Finnish central bank. Member 

















Grammar school in Vienna. Journalist with Austrian Radio, foreign affairs editor. 0 Member of the 
ÖVP Executive Committee and the OVP parliamentary group. 
SWOBODA, Johannes (Hannes) 
10.11.1946 





Studied law and the social sciences (University of Vienna). Doctorate. 0 Federal education chair­
man of the SPÖ; member of the SPÖ Executive Committee. Vice-chairman of the parliamentary 
political group. 0 Former executive municipal councillor for urban development, urban planning 









sr- ' S * 
11.11.1996 
Master of law (Helsinki, 1983); degree in French. Professional training at a local court in Turku 
(1986). Lawyer at the Association of Swedisch-Speaking Farmers in Finland (1983-1989). 
Political assistant to the Minister of Justice (1986-1987) and the Minister of Defence (1987-1989). 
Deputy director and lawyer, Association of Finland's Swedish-Speaking Municipalities (1989-
1993). Senior legal adviser, Association of Finnish Local Aurtoritles (since 1993; on leave of 
absence). Special adviser to the Minister for European Affairs and the Minister for Internal Affairs 
(1996-1997). 0 Chairwoman of the youth organization of the Swedish People's Party (1981 -1983). 
Member of the managing body of the Swedish Assembly in Finland (1992-1993). Vice-chair­
woman of the Swedish People's Party (since 1992). 0 Member of the board, National Land Survey 
(since 1991). 
VIRRANKOSKI, Kyösti Tapio 
04.04.1944 














Studied law; under articles in Tübingen, Heldelberg and Stuttgart. 0 Local chairman of Junge 
Union, Gerungen (1975-1980); chairman of the Ludwigsburg JLTdistrict association (1981-1983); 
district vice-chairman of the North Württemberg JU (1985-1988); district vice-chairman of the 
Baden-Württemberg JU (1990-1992); Member of the CDU federal party committee (1983-1991); 
Member of the executive committee of the CDU North Württemberg district association (since 
1991); chairman of the Ludwigsburg CDU district association (since 1993). 0 Member of 
Gerlingen town council (since 1984). Member of the Ludwigsburg district council (since 1994). 
Member of the regional assembly of the Stuttgart regional federation (since 1994). 




Alphabetical list of Members 
and their term of office 
d'ABOVILLE Gérard (UPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
ADAM Gordon J. (PSE/GB) 17.07.1979 
AELVOET Magda G.H. (V/BE) 19.07.1994 
AGLIETTA Maria Adelaide (V/IT) 25.07.1989 
AHERN Nuala (WIE) 19.07.1994 
AHLQVIST Birgitta (PSE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
09.10.1995 
AINARDI Sylvlane H. (GUE/NGL/FR) 25.07.1989 
ALAVANOS Alexandras (GUE/NGL/GR) 02.11.1981 
ALBER Siegbert (PPE/DE) 19.01.1977-06.10.1997 
ALDO Blaise (UPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
AMADEO Amedeo (N l/IT) 19.07.1994 
ANASTASSOPOULOS Georgios (PPE/GR) 24.07.1984 
d'ANCONA Hedy (PSE/NL) 24.07.1984-07.11.1989 
19.07.1994 
ANDERSSON Axel (PSE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
ANDERSSON Jan (PSE/SE) 01.01.1995-08-10.1995 
09.10.1995 
ANDRÉ-LÉONARD Anne (ELDR/BE) 12.11.1985-24.07.1989 
17.12.1991 
ANDREWS Niall (UPE/IE) 24.07.1984 
ANGELILLI Roberta (NI/IT) 19.07.1994 
AÑOVEROS TRIAS de BES Julio (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994 
ANTONY Bernard (NI/FR) 24.07.1984 
ANTTILA Sirkka-Liisa (ELDR/FI) 11.11.1996 
APARICIO SÁNCHEZ Pedro (PSE/ES) 19.07.1994 
APOLINÁRIO José (PSE/PT) 25.01.1993 
ARAMBURU DEL RÍO María Jesús (GUE/NGL/ES) 19.07.1994-26.03.1996 
AREITIO TOLEDO Javier (PPE/ES) 13.07.1993 
ARGYROS Stelios (PPE/GR) 19.07.1994 
ARIAS CAÑETE Miguel (PPE/ES) 01.01.1986 
ARRONI Aldo (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
AUGIAS Corrado (PSE/IT) 19.07.1994 
AVGERINOS Paraskevas (PSE/GR) 24.07.1984 
AZZOLINI Claudio (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
BAGGIONI Jean (UPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
BALDARELLI Francesco (PSE/IT) 19.07.1994 
BALDI Monica Stefania (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
BALDINI Valerio (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
BALFE Richard A. (PSE/GB) 17.07.1979 
BANOTTI Mary (PPE/IE) 24.07.1984 
BARDONG Otto (PPE/DE) 24.07.1984-24.07.1989 
19.07.1994 
42 
BARÓN CRESPO Enrique (PSE/ES) 01.01.1986 
BARROS MOURA José (PSE/PT) 01.01.1986-18.12.1991 
19.07.1994 
BARTHET-MAYER Christine (ARE/FR) 19.07.1994 
BARTON Roger (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
BARZANTI Roberto (PSE/IT) 24.07.1984 
BAUDIS Dominique (PPE/FR) 24.07.1984-20.06.1988 
19.07.1994-02.10.1997 
BAZIN Jean-Pierre (UPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
BÉBÉAR Jean-Pierre (PPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
BELLERE' Spalato (NI/IT) 19.07.1994-21.04.1998 
BENNASAR TOUS Francisca (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994 
BEREND Rolf (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
BERÈS Pervenche (PSE/FR) 19.07.1994 
BERGER Maria (PSE/AT) 11.11.1996 
BERNARD-REYMOND Pierre (PPE/FR) 24.07.1984-05.12.1986 
25.07.1989 
BERNARDINI Antoine-François (PSE/FR) 19.07.1994 
BERTENS Jan Willem (ELDR/NL) 25.07.1989 
BERTHU Georges (l-EDN/FR) 19.07.1994 
BERTINOTTI Fausto (GUE/NGL/IT) 19.07.1994 
BIANCO Gerardo (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
BILLINGHAM Angela Theodora (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
van BLADEL Leonie G.L. (UPE/NL) 19.07.1994 
BLAK Freddy (PSE/DK) 25.07.1989 
BLOCH von BLOTTNITZ Undine-Uta (V/DE) 24.07.1984-24.07.1989 
19.07.1994 
BLOKLAND Johannes (Hans) (l-EDN/NL) 19.07.1994 
BLOT Yvan M. (NI/FR) 25.07.1989 
BÖGE Reimer (PPE/DE) 25.07.1989 
BOSCH Herbert (PSE/AT) 01.01.1995 
BONDE Jens-Peter (l-EDN/DK) 17.07.1979 
BONIPERTI Gian Piero (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
BONTEMPI Rinaldo (PSE/IT) 25.07.1989 
BOOGERD-QUAAK Johanna L.A. (ELDR/NL) 19.07.1994 
BOSSI Umberto (NI/IT) 19.07.1994 
BOTZ Gerhard (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
BOURLANGES Jean-Louis (PPE/FR) 25.07.1989 
BOWE David Robert (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
BREDIN Frédérique (PSE/FR) 19.07.1994-19.07.1996 
de BRÉMOND d'ARS Georges (PPE/FR) 09.09.1988-24.07.1989 
18.04.1993 
BREYER Hiltrud (V/DE) 25.07.1989 
BRINKHORST Laurens Jan (ELDR/NL) 19.07.1994 
BROK Elmar (PPE/DE) 17.06.1980 
BUFFETAUT Stéphane (l-EDN/FR) 20.07.1997 
BURENSTAM LINDER Staffan (PPE/SE) 09.10.1995 
BURTONE Giovanni M.S. (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
CABEZÓN ALONSO Jesús (PSE/ES) 01.01.1986 
CABROL Christian E.A. (UPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
CACCAVALE Ernesto (UPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
CALIGARIS Luigi (ELDR/IT) 19.07.1994 
CAMISÓN ASENSIO Felipe (PPE/ES) 12.12.1995 
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CAMPOS Antonio (PSE/PT) 
CAMPOY ZUECO Luis (PPE/ES) 
CANDAL Carlos (PSE/PT) 
CAPUCHO Antonio (PPE/PT) 
CARDONA Maria Celeste (UPE/PT) 
CARLOTTI Marie-Arlette (PSE/FR) 
CARLSSON Gunilla (PPE/SE) 
CARNERO GONZÁLEZ Carlos (GUE/NGL/ES) 
CARNITI Pierre (PSE/IT) 
CARRÈRE D'ENCAUSSE Hélène (UPE/FR) 
CARS Hadar (ELDR/SE) 
CASINI Carlo (PPE/IT) 
CASINI Pier Ferdinando (PPE/IT) 
CASSIDY Bryan M.D. (PPE/GB) 
CASTAGNÈDE Bernard (ARE/FR) 
CASTAGNETTI Pierluigi (PPE/IT) 
CASTELLINA Luciana (GUE/NGL/IT) 
CASTRICUM Frits (PSE/NL) 
CAUDRON Gérard (PSE/FR) 
CEDERSCHIÖLD Charlotte (PPE/SE) 
CELLAI Marco (NI/IT) 
CHANTERIE Raphaël M.G. (PPE/BE) 
CHESA Raymond (UPE/FR) 
CHICHESTER Giles Bryan (PPE/GB) 
CHRISTODOULOU Efthymios (PPE/GR) 
COATES Kenneth (GUE/NGL/GB) 
COHN-BENDIT Daniel Marc (V/DE) 
COLAJANNI Luigi Alberto (PSE/IT) 
COLINO SALAMANCA Juan Luis (PSE/ES) 
COLLI Ombretta (PPE/IT) 
COLLINS Gerard (UPE/IE) 
COLLINS Kenneth D. (PSE/GB) 
COLOMBO SVEVO Maria Paola (PPE/IT) 
COLOM I NAVAL Joan (PSE/ES) 
CORBETT Richard Graham (PSE/GB) 
CORNELISSEN Petrus A.M. (PPE/NL) 
CORREIA Quinídio (PSE/PT) 
CORRIE John Alexander (PPE/GB) 
COSTA NEVES Carlos (PPE/PT) 
COT Jean-Pierre (PSE/FR) 
COTTIGNY Jean Louis (PSE/FR) 
COX Patrick (ELDR/IE) 
CRAMPTON Peter Duncan (PSE/GB) 
CRAWLEY Christine M. (PSE/GB) 
CREPAZ Irene (PSE/AT) 























































CUNHA Arlindo (PPE/PT) 19.07.1994 
CUNNINGHAM Tony A. (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
CUSHNAHAN John Walls (PPE/IE) 25.07.1989 
van DAM Rijk (l-EDN/NL) 02.09.1997 
D'ANDREA Giampaolo VE. (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
DANESIN Alessandro (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
DANKERT Pieter (PSE/NL) 18.10.1977-07.11.1989 
19.07.1994 
DARRAS Danielle (PSE/FR) 19.07.1994 
DARY Michel J.M. (ARE/FR) 19.07.1994 
DASKALAKI Katerina (UPE/GR) 19.07.1994 
DAVID Wayne (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
DE CLERCQ Willy C.E.H. (ELDR/BE) 17.07.1979-17.12.1981 
25.07.1989 
DE COENE Philippe C. (PSE/BE) 19.07.1994 
DECOURRIÈRE Francis FM. (PPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
DE ESTEBAN MARTIN Laura (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994 
DE GIOVANNI Biagio (PSE/IT) 25.07.1989 
DE LA MERCED MONGE Mercedes (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994-06.12.1995 
DELCROIX Claude A.F. (PSE/BE) 17.12.1991-18.07.1994 
01.05.1998 
DELLALBA Gianfranco (ARE/IT) 19.07.1994 
DE LUCA Stefano (ELDR/IT) 19.07.1994 
DE MELO Eurico (PPE/PT) 19.07.1994 
DENYS Marie-José (PSE/FR) 25.07.1989-18.07.1994 
17.07.1997 
DEPREZ Gérard M.J. (PPE/BE) 24.07.1984 
DESAMA Claude J.-M.J. (PSE/BE) 10.05.1988 
de VRIES Gljs M. (ELDR/NL) 24.07.1984 
DIEZ DE RIVERA ICAZA Carmen (PSE/ES) 06.07.1987 
van DIJK Nel B.M. (V/NL) 17.12.1986 
DILLEN Karel C.C. (NI/BE) 25.07.1989 
DIMITRAKOPOULOS Giorgos (PPE/GR) 19.07.1994 
DI PRIMA Pietro Antonio (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
DONNAY Jacques (UPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
DONNELLY Alan John (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
DONNELLY Brendan Patrick (PPE/GB) 19.07.1994 
DONNER Jörn Johan (PSE/FI) 11.11.1996 
DÜHRKOP DÜHRKOP Bárbara (PSE/ES) 06.07.1987 
DUHAMEL Olivier (PSE/FR) 06.06.1997 
DUPUIS Olivier (ARE/IT) 30.03.1996 
DURY Raymonde M.E.A. (PSE/BE) 31.03.1982-30.04.1998 
DYBKJÆR Lone (ELDR/DK) 19.07.1994 
EBNER Michl (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
EISMA Doeke (ELDR/NL) 13.03.1973-03.10.1974 
11.06.1981-23.07.1984 
19.07.1994 
ELCHLEPP Dietrich (PSE/DE) 06.02.1996 
ELLES James E.M. (PPE/GB) 24.07.1984 
ELLIOTT Michael N. (PSE/GB) 24.07.1984 
ELMALAN Mireille C. (GUE/NGL'FR) 25.07.1989 
EPHREMIDIS Vassilis (GUE/NGL/GR) 02.11.1981 
ERIKSSON Marianne (GUE/NGL/SE) 09.10.1995 
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ESCUDERO José Antonio (PPE/ES) 
ESTEVAN BOLEA María Teresa (PPE/ES) 
ETTL Harald (PSE/AT) 
EVANS Robert J.E. (PSE/GB) 
EWING Winifred M. (ARE/GB) 
FABRA VALLES Juan Manuel (PPE/ES) 
FABRE-AUBRESPY Hervé (l-EDN/FR) 
FALCONER Alexander C. (PSE/GB) 
FALKMER Karin (PPE/SE) 
FANTUZZI Giulio (PSE/IT) 
FARASSINO Gipo (NI/IT) 
FARTHOFER Erich (PSE/AT) 
FASSA Raimondo (ELDR/IT) 
FAYOT Ben (PSE/LU) 
FERBER Markus (PPE/DE) 
FÉRET Daniel (NI/BE) 
FERNÁNDEZ-ALBOR Gerardo (PPE/ES) 
FERNÁNDEZ MARTIN Fernando (PPE/ES) 
FERRER Concepció (PPE/ES) 
FERRI Enrico (PPE/IT) 
FILIPPI Livio (PPE/IT) 
FINI Gianfranco (NI/IT) 
FITZSIMONS (Jim) James (UPE/IE) 
FLEMMING Marialiese (PPE/AT) 
FLORENZ Karl-Heinz (PPE/DE) 
FLORIO Luigi Andrea (PPE/IT) 
FONTAINE Nicole (PPE/FR) 
FONTANA Alessandro (PPE/IT) 
FORD Glyn (PSE/GB) 
FORMENTINI Marco (NI/IT) 
FOUQUE Antoinette (PSE/FR) 
FOURÇANS André (PPE/FR) 
FRAGA ESTÉVEZ Carmen (PPE/ES) 
FRIEDRICH Ingo (PPE/DE) 
FRISCHENSCHLAGER Friedhelm (ELDR/AT) 
FRUTOS GAMA Manuela (PSE/ES) 
FUNK Honor (PPE/DE) 
FURUSTRAND Reynoldh (PSE/SE) 
GAHRTON Per (V/SE) 
GAIGG Gerfrid (PPE/AT) 
GALEOTE QUECEDO Gerardo (PPE/ES) 
GALLAGHER Pat the Cope (UPE/ΙΕ) 
GALLAND Yves A.R. (ELDR/FR) 
GARCÍA ARIAS Ludivina (PSE/ES) 
GARCÍA-MARGALLO Y MARFIL José Manuel (PPE/ES) 
GAROSCI Riccardo (PPE/IT) 























































GARRIGA POLLEDO Salvador (PPE/ES) 06.07.1987-24.07.1989 
19.07.1994 
GASÒLIBA I BÖHM Carles-Alfred (ELDR/ES) 01.01.1986 
de GAULLE Charles (l-EDN/FR) 17.04.1993 
GEBHARDT Evelyne (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
GHILARDOTTI Fiorella (PSE/IT) 19.07.1994 
GIANSILY Jean-Antoine (UPE/FR) 19.05.1995 
GILLIS Alan Lesile (PPE/IE) 19.07.1994 
GIL-ROBLES GIL-DELGADO José María (PPE/ES) 25.07.1989 
GIRÃO PEREIRA José (UPE/PT) 19.07.1994 
GLANTE Norbert (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
GLASE Anne-Karin (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
GOEPEL Lutz (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
GOERENS Charles (ELDR/LU) 15.01.1982-23.07.1984 
25.10.1994 
GÖRLACH Willi (PSE/DE) 25.07.1989 
GOL Jean (ELDR/BE) 19.07.1994-18.09.1995 
GOLDSMITH Jimmy (l-EDN/FR) 19.07.1994-19.07.1997 
GOLLNISCH Bruno J.-J.M. (NI/FR) 25.07.1989 
GOMOLKA Alfred (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
GONZALEZ ALVAREZ Laura (GUE/NGL/ES) 12.01.1993 
GONZALEZ TRIVIÑO Antonio (ARE/ES) 19.07.1994 
GRAEFE zu BARINGDORF Friedrich-Wilhelm (V/DE) 24.07.1984-05.11.1987 
25.07.1989 
GRAENITZ Ilona (PSE/AT) 01.01.1995 
GRAZIANI Antonio (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
GREDLER Martina (ELDR/AT) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
GREEN Pauline (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
GRÖNER Ussy (PSE/DE) 25.07.1989 
GROSCH Mathieu J.H. (PPE/BE) 19.07.1994 
GROSSETÊTE Françoise D. (PPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
GÜNTHER Maren (PPE/DE) 31.08.1993 
GUIGOU Elisabeth (PSE/FR) 19.07.1994-04.06.1997 
GUINEBERTIÈRE Armelle (UPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
GUSTAFSSON Holger (PPE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
GUTIERREZ DÍAZ Antoni (GUE/NGL/ES) 06.07.1987 
GYLDENKILDE Lilli (GUE/NGL/DK) 19.07.1994-14.01.1996 
HAARDER Bertel (ELDR/DK) 19.07.1994 
von HABSBURG Otto (PPE/DE) 17.07.1979 
HABSBURG-LOTHRINGEN Karl (PPE/AT) 11.11.1996 
HÄNSCH Klaus (PSE/DE) 17.07.1979 
HAGER Gerhard (NI/AT) 11.11.1996 
HALLAM David John Alfred (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
HAPPART José H.G. (PSE/BE) 24.07.1984 
HARDSTAFF Veronica Mary (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
HARRISON Lyndon H.A. (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
HATZIDAKIS Konstantlnos (PPE'GR) 19.07.1994 
HAUG Jutta D. (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
HAUTALA Heidi (V/FI) 01.01.1995 
HAWLICEK Hilde (PSE/AT) 01.01.1995 
HEINISCH Renate Charlotte (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
HENDRICK Mark Phillip (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
HERMAN Fernand H.J. (PPE/BE) 17.07.1979 
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HERMANGE Marie-Thérèse (UPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
HERNANDEZ MOLLAR Jorge Salvador (PPE/ES) 02.10.1995 
HERSANT Robert E.V. (PPE/FR) 24.07.1984-21.04.1996 
HERZOG Philippe A.R. (GUE/NGL/FR) 25.07.1989 
HINDLEY Michael J. (PSE/GB) 24.07.1984 
HLAVAC Elisabeth (PSE/AT) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
HOFF Magdalene (PSE/DE) 17.07.1979 
HOLM Ulf (V/SE) 09.10.1995 
HOPPENSTEDT Karsten Friedrich (PPE/DE) 25.07.1989 
HORY Jean-François (ARE/FR) 25.07.1989 
HOWITT Richard Stuart (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
HUGHES Stephen (PSE/GB) 24.07.1984 
HULTHÉN Anneli (PSE/SE) 09.10.1995 
HUME John (PSE/GB) 17.07.1979 
HURTIG Bengt (GUE/NGL/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
HYLAND Liam (UPE/IE) 19.07.1994 
IIVARI Ulpu (PSE/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
ILASKIVI Raimo (PPE/FI) 11.11.1996 
IMAZ SAN MIGUEL Josu Jon (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994 
IMBENI Renzo (PSE/IT) 25.07.1989 
IVERSEN John (PSE/DK) 01.01.1985-18.07.1994 
15.01.1996 
IZQUIERDO COLLADO Juan de Dios (PSE/ES) 19.07.1994 
IZQUIERDO ROJO María (PSE/ES) 25.07.1989 
JACKSON Caroline F. (PPE/GB) 24.07.1984 
JACOB Christian (UPE/FR) 19.07.1994-31.08.1997 
JÄRVILAHTI Timo Juhani (ELDR/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
JANSSEN van RAAY James L. (UPE/NL) 17.07.1979-23.07.1984 
05.11.1986 
JARZEMBOWSKI Georg (PPE/DE) 05.09.1991 
JEAN-PIERRE Thierry Β. (l-EDN/FR) 19.07.1994 
JENSEN Kirsten M. (PSE/DK) 25.07.1989 
JENSEN Lis (l-EDN/DK) 19.07.1994 
JÖNS Karin (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
JOHANSSON Inga-Britt (PSE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
JOUPPILA Riitta (PPE/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
JOVÉ PERES Salvador (GUE/NGL/ES) 19.07.1994 
JUNG Wolfgang (NI/AT) 26.04.1996-10.11.1996 
JUNKER Karin (PSE/DE) 25.07.1989 
KAKLAMANIS Nikitas (UPE/GR) 19.07.1994 
KARAMANOU Anna (PSE/GR) 06.02.1997 
KAROUTCHI Roger (UPE/FR) 03.10.1997 
KATIFORIS Giorgos (PSE/GR) 19.07.1994 
KELLETT-BOWMAN Edward T. (PPE/GB) 17.07.1979-23.07.1984 
15.12.1988 
KEPPELHOFF-WIECHERT Hedwig (PPE/DE) 25.07.1989 
KERR Hugh (V/GB) 19.07.1994 
KESTELIJN-SIERENS Marie-Paule (Mimi) (ELDR/BE) 19.07.1994 
KILLILEA Mark (UPE/IE) 24.03.1987 
KINDERMANN Heinz (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
KINNOCK Glenys E. (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
KITTELMANN Peter (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
KJER HANSEN Eva (ELDR/DK) 19.07.1994 
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KLAß Christa (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
KLIRONOMOS Konstadinos (PSE/GR) 19.07.1994 
KOCH Dieter-Lebrecht (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
KÖNIG Friedrich (PPE/AT) 01.01.1995-02.10.1996 
KOFOED Niels Anker (ELDR/DK) 07.07.1975-02.09.1978 
25.07.1989 
KOKKOLA Angela (PSE/GR) 19.07.1994 
KONECNY Albrecht Karl (PSE/AT) 11.07.1995-10.11.1996 
KONRAD Christoph Werner (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
KOUCHNER Bernard (ARE/FR) 19.07.1994-04.06.1997 
KRANIDIOTIS Yannos (PSE/GR) 24.01.1995-03.02.1997 
KRARUP Ole (l-EDN/DK) 19.07.1994 
KREHL Constanze Angela (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
KREISSL-DÖRFLER Wolfgang (V/DE) 19.07.1994 
KRISTOFFERSEN Frode (PPE/DK) 06.11.1988-24.07.1989 
19.07.1994 
KRONBERGER Johann (NI/AT) 11.11.1996 
KUCKELKORN Wilfried (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
KUHN Annemarie (PSE/DE) 22.12.1990 
KÜHNE Helmut (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
LAGE Carlos (PSE/PT) 19.07.1994 
LAIGNEL André (PSE/FR) 19.07.1994 
LALUMIÈRE Catherine (ARE/FR) 19.07.1994 
LA MALFA Giorgio (ELDR/IT) 25.07.1989-13.03.1992 
19.07.1994 
LAMBRAKI Irini (PSE/GR) 19.07.1994 
LAMBRIAS Panayotis (PPE/GR) 24.07.1984 
LANG Carl (NI/FR) 19.07.1994 
LANG Jack M.E. (PSE/FR) 19.07.1994-31.07.1997 
LANGE Bernd (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
LANGEN Werner (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
LANGENHAGEN Brigitte (PPE/DE) 25.11.1990 
LANGER Alexander (V/IT) 25.07.1989-03.07.1995 
LANNOYE Paul A.A.J.G. (V/BE) 25.07.1989 
LARIVE Jessica E.S. (ELDR/NL) 24.07.1984 
de LASSUS SAINT GENIES Henri (ARE/FR) 13.08.1997 
LATAILLADE Pierre (UPE/FR) 20.03.1986-18.07.1994 
02.09.1997 
LAURILA Ritva Tellervo (PPE/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
LE CHEVALLIER Jean-Marie (NI/FR) 24.07.1984 
LE GALLOU Jean-Yves R.R. (NI/FR) 19.07.1994 
LEHIDEUX Bernard (PPE/FR) 25.04.1998 
LEHNE Klaus-Heiner (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
LENZ Marlene (PPE/DE) 17.07.1979 
LEOPARDI Giacomo (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
LE PEN Jean-Marie (NI/FR) 24.07.1984 
LEPERRE-VERRIER Odile (ARE/FR) 19.07.1994 
LE RACHINEL Fernand (NI/FR) 19.07.1994 
LIENEMANN Marie-Noëlle (PSE/FR) 24.07.1984-25.06.1988 
06.06.1997 
LIESE Peter (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
LIGABUE Glancarlo (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
LINDEPERG Michèle (PSE/FR) 19.07.1994 
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LINDHOLM MaLou (V/SE) 
LINDQVIST Hans (ELDR/SE) 
LINKOHR Rolf (PSE/DE) 
LINSER Franz (NI/AT) 
LINZER Milan (PPE/AT) 
LÖÖW Maj-Lis (PSE/SE) 
LOMAS Alfred (PSE/GB) 
LUCAS PIRES Francisco Antonio (PPE/PT) 
LÜTTGE Günter (PSE/DE) 
LUKAS Klaus (NI/AT) 
LULLING Astrid (PPE/LU) 
MACARTNEY Allan (ARE/GB) 
McAVAN Linda (PSE/GB) 
MCCARTHY Arlene (PSE/GB) 
McCARTIN John Joseph (PPE/IE) 
McGOWAN Michael (PSE/GB) 
MclNTOSH Anne Caroline B. (PPE/GB) 
McKENNA Patricia (V/IE) 
McMAHON Hugh R. (PSE/GB) 
McMILLAN-SCOTT Edward H.C. (PPE/GB) 
McNALLY Eryl Margaret (PSE/GB) 
MAIJ-WEGGEN (Hanja) Johanna R.H. (PPE/NL) 
MALANGRÉ Kurt (PPE/DE) 
MALERBA Franco E. (PPE/IT) 
MALONE Bernie (PSE/IE) 
MAMÈRE Noël (V/FR) 
MANISCO Lucio (GUE/NGL/IT) 
MANN Erika (PSE/DE) 
MANN Thomas (PPE/DE) 
MANZELLA Andrea (PSE/IT) 
MARIN Marilena (UPE/IT) 
MARINHO Luis (PSE/PT) 
MARINUCCI Elena (PSE/IT) 
MARRA Alfonso Luigi (UPE/IT) 
MARSET CAMPOS Pedro (GUE/NGL/ES) 
MARTENS Wilfried A.E. (PPE/BE) 
MARTIN David W. (PSE/GB) 
MARTIN Philippe-Armand (UPE/FR) 
MARTINEZ Jean-Claude (NI/FR) 
MATHER Graham (PPE/GB) 
MATIKAINEN-KALLSTRÖM Marjo Tuulevi (PPE/FI) 
MATUTES JUAN Abel (PPE/ES) 
MAYER Xaver (PPE/DE) 
MEDINA ORTEGA Manuel (PSE/ES) 
MEGAHY Thomas (PSE/GB) 
MÉGRET Bruno A.A. (NI/FR) 
MEIER Erhard (PSE/AT) 
MENDES BOTA José (PPE/PT) 























































MENDILUCE PEREIRO José María (PSE/ES) 19.07.1994 
MENDONÇA Nello (PPE/PT) 19.07.1994 
MENRAD Winfried (PPE/DE) 25.07.1989 
METTEN Alman (PSE/NL) 24.07.1984 
MEZZAROMA Roberto (UPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
MILLER BNI (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
MIRANDA Joaquim (GUE/NGL/PT) 01.01.1986 
MIRANDA DE LAGE Ana (PSE/ES) 01.01.1986 
MOHAMED ALI Abdelkader (GUE/NGL/ES) 28.03.1996 
MOMBAUR Peter Michael (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
MONFILS Philippe J. (ELDR/BE) 25.10.1995 
MONIZ Fernando (PSE/PT) 19.07.1994 
MONTEIRO Manuel F. (UPE/PT) 19.07.1994-19.10.1995 
MONTESANO Enrico (PSE/IT) 19.07.1994-10.11.1996 
MOORHOUSE James (PPE/GB) 17.07.1979 
MORAN LÓPEZ Fernando (PSE/ES) 06.07.1987 
MOREAU Gisèle M.H. (GUE/NGL/FR) 19.07.1994 
MORETTI Luigi (NI/IT) 25.07.1989 
MORGAN Mair Eluned (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
MORRIS David R. (PSE/GB) 24.07.1984 
MOSCOVICI Pierre (PSE/FR) 19.07.1994-04.06.1997 
MOSIEK-URBAHN Marlies (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
MOUSKOURI Nana (PPE/GR) 19.07.1994 
MÜLLER Edith (V/DE) 19.07.1994 
MULDER Jan (ELDR/NL) 19.07.1994 
MURPHY Simon Francis (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
MUSCARDINI Cristiana (NI/IT) 25.07.1989 
MUSUMECI Sebastiano (Nello) (NI/IT) 19.07.1994 
MUTIN Marie-Thérèse (PSE/FR) 18.09.1997 
MYLLER Riitta (PSE/FI) 01.01.1995 
NAPOLETANO Pasqualina (PSE'IT) 25.07.1989-18.07.1994 
11.11.1996 
NASSAUER Hartmut (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
NEEDLE Clive John (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
NENCINI Riccardo (PSE/IT) 19.07.1994 
NEWENS Arthur Stanley (PSE/GB) 24.07.1984 
NEWMAN Edward (PSE/GB) 24.07.1984 
NEYTS-UYTTEBROECK Annemie (ELDR/BE) 19.07.1994 
NICHOLSON James (l-EDN/GB) 25.07.1989 
NORDMANN Jean-Thomas (ELDR/FR) 16.04.1982-18.07.1994 
19.05.1995 
NOVO Honório (GUE/NGL/PT) 28.09.1994 
NOVO BELENGUER Alfonso (ARE/ES) 18.09.1996 
NUßBAUMER Wolfgang (NI/AT) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
OCCHETTO Achille (PSE/IT) 25.07.1989 
ODDY Christine Margaret (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
OJALA Outi (GUE/NGL/FI) 11.11.1996 
OLSSON Karl-Erik (ELDR/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
09.10.1995 
OOMEN-RUIJTEN Ria G.H.C. (PPE/NL) 25.07.1989 
OOSTLANDER Arie M. (PPE/NL) 25.07.1989 
ORLANDO Leoluca (V/IT) 19.07.1994 
OTILA Jyrki (PPE/FI) 11.11.1996 
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PAAKKINEN Saara-Maria (PSE/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
PAASILINNA Reino Kalervo (PSE/FI) 11.11.1996 
PAASIO Pertti (PSE/FI) 11.11.1996 
PACK Doris (PPE/DE) 25.07.1989 
PAILLER Aline (GUE/NGL/FR) 19.07.1994 
PAISLEY lan R.K. (NI/GB) 17.07.1979 
PALACIO VALLELERSUNDI Ana (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994 
PANAGOPOULOS Stylianos (PSE/GR) 19.07.1994 
PANNELLA Marco (ARE/IT) 17.07.1979-28.03.1996 
PAPAKYRIAZIS Nikolaos (PSE/GR) 31.12.1985-24.07.1989 
19.07.1994 
PAPAYANNAKIS Mihail (GUE/NGL/GR) 25.07.1989 
PAPOUTSIS Christos (PSE/GR) 24.07.1984-23.01.1995 
PARIGI Gastone (NI/IT) 19.07.1994 
PARODI Eolo (PPE/IT) 24.07.1984-24.07.1989 
27.09.1990 
PASTY Jean-Claude (UPE/FR) 24.07.1984 
PEIJS Karla M.H. (PPE/NL) 25.07.1989 
PELTTARI Seppo Viljo (ELDR/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
PÉREZ ROYO Fernando (PSE/ES) 06.07.1987-29.12.1992 
19.07.1994 
PERRY Roy James (PPE/GB) 19.07.1994 
PERSSON Kristina (PSE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
PERY Nicole (PSE/FR) 17.09.1981-15.07.1997 
PETER Helwin (PSE/DE) 25.07.1989 
PETTINARI Luciano (PSE/IT) 19.07.1994 
PEX Peter (PPE/NL) 19.07.1994 
PIECYK Wilhelm Ernst (PSE/DE) 11.05.1992 
PIHA Kirsi Katariina (PPE/FI) 11.11.1996 
PIMENTA Carlos (PPE/PT) 14.09.1987 
PINEL Eric (NI/FR) 17.06.1997 
PIQUET René-Emile (GUE/NGL/FR) 17.07.1979-30.04.1997 
PIRKER Hubert (PPE/AT) 11.11.1996 
des PLACES Edouard C.M.P. (l-EDN/FR) 19.07.1994 
PLOOIJ-VAN GORSEL Elly (ELDR/NL) 19.07.1994 
PLUMB The Lord (PPE/GB) 17.07.1979 
PODESTÀ Guido (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
POETTERING Hans-Gert (PPE/DE) 17.07.1979 
POGGIOLINI Danilo (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
POISSON Anne Christine (UPE/FR) 19.07.1994 
POLLACK Anita Jean (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
POMES RUIZ José-Javier (PPE/ES) 30.06.1993-18.07.1994 
10.05.1996 
POMPIDOU Alain (UPE/FR) 25.07.1989 
PONS GRAU Josep E. (PSE/ES) 01.01.1986 
PORTO Manuel (PPE/PT) 25.07.1989 
POSCH Walter (PSE/AT) 01.01.1995-30.06.1995 
POSSELT Bernd (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
PRADIER Pierre (ARE/FR) 19.07.1994 
PRONK Bartho (PPE/NL) 16.11.1989 
PROVAN James L.C. (PPE/GB) 17.07.1979-24.07.1989 
19.07.1994 
PUERTA Alonso José (GUE/NGL/ES) 06.07.1987 
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van PUTTEN Maartje J.A. (PSE/NL) 25.07.1989 
QUERBES Jean (GUE/NGL/FR) 12.02.1994-18.07.1994 
01.05.1997 
QUISTHOUDT-ROWOHL Godelieve (PPE/DE) 25.07.1989 
RACK Reinhard (PPE/AT) 01.01.1995 
RAFFARIN Jean-Pierre (PPE/FR) 25.07.1989-18.05.1995 
RANDZIO-PLATH Christa (PSE/DE) 25.07.1989 
RAPKAY Bernhard (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
RASCHHOFER Daniela (NI/AT) 11.11.1996 
RAUTI Giuseppe (NI/IT) 25.07.1989 
READ Imelda Mary (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
REDING Viviane (PPE/LU) 25.07.1989 
REDONDO JIMÉNEZ Encarnación (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994 
REHDER Klaus (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
REHN Elisabeth (ELDR/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
REHN Olli Ilmari (ELDR/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
REICHHOLD Mathias (NI/AT) 01.01.1995-14.01.1996 
RIBEIRO Sérgio (GUE/NGL/PT) 22.10.1990 
RIESS-PASSER Susanne (NI/AT) 01.01.1995-25.04.1996 
RUS-JØRGENSEN Karin (ELDR/DK) 19.07.1994 
RINSCHE Günter (PPE/DE) 17.07.1979 
RIPA Dl MEANA Carlo (GUE/NGL/IT) 17.07.1979-23.07.1984 
19.07.1994 
ROBLES PIQUER Carlos (PPE/ES) 01.01.1986 
ROCARD Michel (PSE/FR) 19.07.1994 
RÖNNHOLM Mikko (PSE/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
ROSADO FERNANDES Raul Miguel (UPE/PT) 19.07.1994 
de ROSE Marie-France (l-EDN/FR) 19.07.1994 
ROTH Claudia (V/DE) 25.07.1989 
ROTH-BEHRENDT Dagmar (PSE/DE) 25.07.1989 
ROTHE Mechtild (PSE/DE) 24.07.1984 
ROTHLEY Willi (PSE/DE) 24.07.1984 
ROUBATIS Yiannis (PSE/GR) 19.07.1994 
ROVSING Christian Foldberg (PPE/DK) 25.07.1989 
RÜBIG Paul (PPE/AT) 25.01.1996 
RUFFOLO Giorgio (PSE/IT) 17.07.1979-30.09.1983 
19.07.1994 
RUSANEN Pirjo (PPE/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
RYTTAR Bengt-Ola (PSE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
RYYNÄNEN Mirja (ELDR/FI) 01.01.1995 
SÁ Luis (GUE/PT) 19.07.1994-26.09.1994 
SAINJON André (ARE/FR) 25.07.1989 
SAINT-PIERRE Dominique (ARE/FR) 19.07.1994 
SAKELLARIOU Jannis (PSE/DE) 24.07.1984 
SALAFRANCA SÁNCHEZ-NEYRA José Ignacio (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994 
SALISCH Helnke (PSE/DE) 17.07.1979-01.02.1996 
SAMLAND Detlev (PSE/DE) 25.07.1989 
SANCHEZ GARCIA Isidoro (ARE/ES) 08.07.1992-15.07.1993 
19.07.1994-17.09.1996 
SANDBERG-FRIES Yvonne (PSE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
SANDBÆK Ulla M. (l-EDN/DK) 25.07.1989 
SANTINI Giacomo (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
SANZ FERNÁNDEZ Francisco Javier (PSE/ES) 01.01.1986 
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SARLIS Pavios (PPE/GR) 
SAUQUILLO PÉREZ DEL ARCO Francisca (PSE/ES) 
SCAPAGNINI Umberto (PPE/IT) 
SCARBONCHI Michel Ange Mathieu (ARE/FR) 
SCHÄFER Axel (PSE/DE) 
SCHAFFNER Anne-Marie (UPE/FR) 
SCHIEDERMEIER Edgar Josef (PPE/DE) 
SCHIERHUBER Agnes (PPE/AT) 
SCHIFONE Luciano (NI/IT) 
SCHLECHTER Marcel (PSE/LU) 
SCHLEICHER Ursula (PPE/DE) 
SCHLÜTER Poul (PPE/DK) 
SCHMID Gerhard (PSE/DE) 
SCHMIDBAUER Barbara (PSE/DE) 
SCHNELLHARDT Horst (PPE/DE) 
SCHÖRLING Inger (V/SE) 
SCHREINER Erich (NI/AT) 
SCHRÖDER Jürgen (PPE/DE) 
SCHROEDTER Elisabeth (V/DE) 
SCHULZ Martin (PSE/DE) 
SCHWAIGER Konrad K. (PPE/DE) 
SCHWEITZER Karl (NI/AT) 
SEAL Barry H. (PSE/GB) 
SECCHI Carlo (PPE/IT) 
SEGNI Mariotto (PPE/IT) 
SEILLIER Françoise (l-EDN/FR) 
SEPPÄNEN Esko Olavi (GUE/NGL/FI) 
SICHROVSKI Peter (NI/AT) 
SIERRA GONZALEZ Angela del Carmen (GUE/NGL/ES) 
SIMPSON Brian (PSE/GB) 
SINDAL Niels (PSE/DK) 
SISÓ CRUELLAS Joaquín (PPE/ES) 
SJÖSTEDT Jonas (GUE/NGL/SE) 
SKINNER Peter William (PSE/GB) 
SMITH Alex (PSE/GB) 
SOARES João (PSE/PT) 
SOLTWEDEL-SCHÄFER Irene Barbara Lilia (V/DE) 
SONNEVELD Jan (PPE/NL) 
SORNOSA MARTINEZ María (GUE/NGL/ES) 
SOUCHET Dominique FC. (l-EDN/FR) 
SOULIER André (PPE/FR) 
SPAAK Antoinette (ELDR/BE) 
SPECIALE Roberto (PSE/IT) 
SPENCER Tom (PPE/GB) 
SPIERS Shaun Mark (PSE/GB) 
SPINDELEGGER Michael (PPE/AT) 
STARRIN Karin (ELDR/SE) 
STASI Bernard (PPE/FR) 
STENIUS-KAUKONEN Marjatta (GUE/NGL/FI) 




























































































































STENZEL Ursula (PPE/AT) 11.11.1996 
STEVENS John CC. (PPE/GB) 25.07.1989 
STEWART Kenneth A. (PSE/GB) 24.07.1984-02.09.1996 
STEWART-CLARK Sir Jack (PPE/GB) 17.07.1979 
STIRBOIS Marie-France (NI/FR) 19.07.1994 
STOCKMANN Ulrich (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
STRIBY Frédéric (l-EDN/FR) 19.07.1994 
STURDY Robert William (PPE/GB) 19.07.1994 
SVENSSON Jörn (GUE/NGL/SE) 09.10.1995 
SWOBODA Johannes (Hannes) (PSE/AT) 11.11.1996 
TAJANI Antonio (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
TAMINO Gianni (V/IT) 11.07.1995 
TANNERT Christof (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
TAPIE Bernard R. (ARE/FR) 19.07.1994-04.02.1997 
TAPPIN Michael (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
TATAR ELLA Salvatore (NI/IT) 19.07.1994 
TAUBIRA-DELANNON Christiane (ARE/FR) 19.07.1994 
TELKÄMPER Wilfried (V/DE) 19.02.1987 
TERRÓN I CUSÍ Anna (PSE/ES) 18.01.1994 
TEVERSON Robin (ELDR/GB) 19.07.1994 
THEATO Diemut R. (PPE/DE) 05.10.1987 
THEONAS loannis (GUE/NGL/GR) 19.07.1994 
THEORIN Maj Britt (PSE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
09.10.1995 
THOMAS David Edward (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
THORS Astrid (ELDR/FI) 11.11.1996 
THYSSEN Marianne L.P. (PPE/BE) 17.12.1991 
TILLICH Stanislaw (PPE/DE) 19.07.1994 
TINDEMANS Leo C. (PPE/BE) 17.07.1979-17.12.1981 
25.07.1989 
TITLEY Gary (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
TODINI Luisa (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
TOIVONEN Kyösti (PPE/FI) 01.01.1995-10.11.1996 
TOMLINSON John E. (PSE/GB) 24.07.1984 
TONGUE Carole (PSE/GB) 24.07.1984 
TORRES COUTO José Manuel (PSE/PT) 25.07.1989 
TORRES MARQUES Helena (PSE/PT) 19.07.1994 
TRAKATELLIS Antonios (PPE/GR) 19.07.1994 
TRAUTMANN Catherine (PSE/FR) 25.07.1989-04.06.1997 
TRIZZA Antonio Michele (NI/IT) 19.07.1994 
TRUSCOTT Peter (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
TSATSOS Dimitris (PSE/GR) 19.07.1994 
af UGGLAS Margaretha (PPE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
ULLMANN Wolfgang (V/DE) 19.07.1994 
VÄYRYNEN Paavo (ELDR/FI) 01.01.1995 
VALDIVIELSO DE CUÉ Jaime (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994 
VALLVÉ Joan M. (ELDR/ES) 19.07.1994 
VALVERDE LÓPEZ José Luis (PPE/ES) 06.07.1987 
VANDEMEULEBROUCKE Jaak H.-A. (ARE/BE) 12.02.1981 
VANHECKE Frank (NI/BE) 19.07.1994 
VAN LANCKER Anne E.M. (PSE/BE) 19.07.1994 
VARELA SUANZES-CARPEGNA Daniel Luis (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994 
VAZ DA SILVA Helena M. (PPE/PT) 19.07.1994 
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VECCHI Luciano (PSE/IT) 25.07.1989 
van VELZEN W.G. (PPE/NL) 19.07.1994 
van VELZEN Wim (PSE/NL) 25.07.1989 
VERDE I ALDEA Josep (PSE/ES) 01.01.1986 
VERWAERDE Yves (PPE/FR) 25.07.1989 
VICECONTE Guido (PPE/IT) 19.07.1994 
VIEIRA Rui (UPE/PT) 31.10.1995-17.01.1997 
VILLALOBOS TALERO Celia (PPE/ES) 19.07.1994-30.09.1995 
de VILLIERS Philippe (l-EDN/FR) 19.07.1994-15.06.1997 
VINCI Luigi (GUE/NGL/IT) 19.07.1994 
VIOLA Vincenzo (PPE/IT) 18.09.1995 
VIRGIN Ivar (PPE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
09.10.1995 
VIRRANKOSKI Kyösti Tapio (ELDR/FI) 11.11.1996 
VITORINO Antonio (PSE/PT) 19.07.1994-28.10.1995 
VOGGENHUBER Johannes (V/AT) 01.01.1995 
van der WAAL Leen (l-EDN/NL) 24.07.1984-01.09.1997 
WADDINGTON Susan A. (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
WAIDELICH Tommy (PSE/SE) 01.01.1995-08.10.1995 
09.10.1995 
WALTER Ralf (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
WATSON Graham R. (ELDR/GB) 19.07.1994 
WATTS Mark Francis (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
WEBER Henri (PSE/FR) 02.08.1997-17.09.1997 
WEBER Jup (ARE/LU) 19.07.1994 
WEILER Barbara (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
WEMHEUER Rosemarie (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
WEST Norman (PSE/GB) 24.07.1984-31.03.1998 
WHITE lan (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
WHITEHEAD Philip (PSE/GB) 19.07.1994 
WIBE Sören (PSE/SE) 09.10.1995 
WIEBENGA Jan Kees (ELDR/NL) 19.07.1994 
WIELAND Rainer (PPE/DE) 10.10.1997 
WIERSMA Jan Marinus (PSE/NL) 19.07.1994 
WIJSENBEEK Florus A. (ELDR/NL) 24.07.1984 
WILLOCKX Frederik A.A. (PSE/BE) 19.07.1994 
WILSON Anthony Joseph (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
von WOGAU Karl (PPE/DE) 17.07.1979 
WOLF Friedrich (V/DE) 19.07.1994 
WURTH-POLFER Lydie (ELDR/LU) 09.10.1985-24.07.1989 
16.06.1990-16.10.1994 
WURTZ Francis (GUE/NGL/FR) 17.07.1979 
WYNN Terence (PSE/GB) 25.07.1989 
ZIMMERMANN Wilmya (PSE/DE) 19.07.1994 
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